DIRECTOR´S AND SCRIPTWRITER FILMOGRAPHY
MIGUEL ALCANTUD
AS DIRECTOR
2012
Black Diamonds. Feature film, produced by Potenza Producciones and Fado Filmes.
2011
Aguila Roja. Two seasons, produced by Globomedia forTVE broadcast. (Audience Leader 6M viewers)
2010
El internado. 4 episodes produced by Globomedia for Antena 3 broadcast.
Y Viceversa, full-lenght film coproduced by Nekkofilms, Atalanta y Acción Visual (also scrpitwriter)
2009
El internado. 6 episodes produced by Globomedia for Antena 3 broadcast .
Por dinero, general management, and scriptwriter and director of one of the works in this action drama
performed in the rooms of a former brothel.
2008
- El internado, los archivos secretos. 9 episodes produced by Globomedia for Antena 3 broadcast .
- Kamba Cuá, documentary about the Kamba Cuá community in Paraguay, produced by Nekkofilms for the
NGO Voces.
2007
Marcho lejos - Tú siempre tú. Two videoclips of Alberto Vázquez produced by Nekkofilms.
El secreto de la calle de la lluvia, theatrical play produced by Ambar producciones and Almadam
producciones.
Voces, four videos for the NGO Voces.
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2006
Anástezsi, full length film produced by Mate Production (Spain), Sintra (Italy) y F&ME (UK). With Derek
Jacobi (Yo Claudio, Gladiator)
2005
Die Stadt der blinden, half length film as part of the theatrical show produced by Teater an der Shil
(Zurich)
Edén Oki, promotional show of four hours on two simultaneus locations.
2004
Sonovisión 2004, Six commercials produced by Destino Producciones for Hipercor
Camdem, videoclip for the band “Sagarroi”.
Madre Post Mortem, theatrical play as part of the “Teatro por la identidad” for the recovery of the
identity of children appropiate for the dictatorship in Argentina
2001
Impulsos, full length film produced by Filmax (also script writer). Played by Daniel Freire and Ana Risueño.
Best cinematography award at Malaga´s Film Festival.
X izpiak videoclip for the band “Sagarroi”.
2000
Amor Letal, short film (also scriptwriter)
1999
Últimas horas contigo, short film produced by Mate Production (also script writer).
Best movie, director and actress awards at Gijón de Cine 2000.
Inmoral, theatrical play (also script writer and producer).
1997
Proara, commercial, (also cameraman)
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1996
With or without you y Where the streets have no name, video-clips for the band “The Pression”. (also
cameraman)
1995
José López López soy yo, short film (also script writer and producer).
11 días, theatrical play (also script writer and producer).
Selected for the V Trobada de Teatre Jove.
ISEG-Servicios e ISEG-Formación, commercials for he same company

OTHER WORKS
2006
Script writer of “Sobre ventanas y sillas” directed by Manuel Callau.
2005
Co-author of the play “Historias del patio del recreo”, directed by Marcelo Díaz, produced by La Cuarta
Pared
PREVIOUSLY
Member of the direction department at:
Full length films: “Silencio roto” directed by Montxo Armendariz, “One of the Hollywood Ten” by Karl
Francis, “Volaverunt” by Bigas Luna and “Muertos de Risa” by Alex de la Iglesia.
TV Series: “Sin palabras”, “Petra Delicado” and “Manos a la Obra”
And numerous tv commercials.

